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In this bulletin:  

    The analogy of food and organs

    The END TIME (written by John)

  

Friends of the Jesus Revelation by the scribe and writing prophet Jakob Lorber feel connected to all people of the
world as creatures and children of one and the same Father. This heavenly Father embodied Himself about
2,000 years ago in the Jesus Christ and did not manifest Himself as Savior and Teacher until His 30th year, for
three years. The spirit friends of Divine Revelation [h]acknowledge in this eternal revelation a new and great
Word of God and intend to come to a common joyful exchange.  
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                   contacts - news - comments
  

Dear brothers and sisters,

Dear people,

My  laptop  has  been  hacked  and  some  people  have  accessed  all  my  email
addresses, all accounts, passwords and all data. I now feel compelled to create
a new account. Many E-mails that were entrusted to me were blocked without
further ado´, preventing dozens of readers from receiving the bulletins. I do not
know how to resolve this immediately.  

As mentioned, apparently the bulletins sent are boycotted and that gives some
sweat equity. All information has been compiled with utmost care and work is
being  done  on  this  almost  daily.  Lately,  the  size  of  the  newsletter  has
unintentionally increased a bit, but that will recover with time. 

If  any  of  us  have  stopped  receiving  bulletins  irregularly  or  at  all,  go  to
www.zelfbeschouwing.info  and under INTERNATION.  you will  find the latest
issues, which can be downloaded for free.  Please note, mail us s´il vous plait no
longer  to  the  usual  e-mail  address,  but  from  now  on  to  our  new  mail:

neue.offenbarung@gmail.com

We  are  delighted  to  now  publish  the  hundredth  bulletin,  started  on  15
November 2015. But never could we have imagined that this could become so
much work, but we are happy to do it with great diligence. So far, we have also
received a lot of financial support from translators and proofreaders, as well as
from readers who encourage us time and again.

We thank all  readers  for  their  reactions,  including the 'silent  dear  readers'.
Feeling, that many of us have a golden lesson in the Jakob-Lorber-Works from
this,  we  hope  to  start  again  wholeheartedly  after  this  100th  Bulletin  on  a

about:blank
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second cycle round of 100. This round does not have to be finished and many
of us know why...Gerard

*.*.*.*.*.*.*

Dear Johannes from Germany,

You  have  made  a  fantastic  contribution  here  for  Jakob  Lorber  readers.  I  am
somewhat amazed at the very enlightening summary, the icing on the cake for Lorber
readers that you have tactfully pointed out reality, and that includes me.

I  was just about  to think about  exactly what the 100th bullet  issue in June 2024
should look like and had already written an outline for it, namely the criticism of the
Jakob Lorber writings from "outside," which once rebutted.

But having read your impressive and meaningful "writing," from which I can still learn
a lot, my "contribution" for the month of June can wait and I prefer your submitted
article for the month of June. I will postpone my "draft" intended for this month.

Sincerely,

Gerard

*.*.*.*.*.*.*

The   analogy 
of  food  &  organs
If  young  children  become  gluttonous  by  eating  everything  mixed  together,
sooner or  later it  will  lead to some nasty disease.  In this  vein,  Jacob Lorber
writes,  dictated by the Lord.  For "if  children are afflicted with all  sorts of
ailments in their early childhood, the main cause is unsuitable nutrition! 
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It is known in Jacob Lorber that legions of pure and impure nature spirits dwell
in all food, which are absorbed into the body. It depends on what food you take
in. The nature spirits can become "free" again through the food and even take
on a life of their own. It is the same when you see wood burning in the
stove as a fire. 

The released nature spirits in (cooked, roasted and chewed) food attract group
by group and form their  own intelligence.  They  can  positively  or  negatively
influence the soul of man to some extent. Youth are especially vulnerable to
such influences. Therefore, parents are advised - writes Jakob Lorber - to raise
them with healthy [organic] food. If they ingest unsuitable food, large quantities
of bad and impure spirits are brought into the body and the soul often suffers
as a result. [GJE1-242]
                             
Unclean spirits in your body can be compared to parasites, for they parasitize. In
connection with this, Jacob Lorber writes much about the necessary fasting as a
recommendation.  The unclean spirits  are thereby expelled.  If  a  child  suffers
from this and such exorcisms will not succeed, the child will die quickly, but in
the spiritual realm it will be well cared for by angels and it will receive a good
education there. For parents, the premature death of their child is a bitter pill.
Children should therefore be fed purposefully. 

If a mother eats unclean food [e.g. bacon, ham, pork], then she should definitely
not breastfeed the child, but leave this to another young mother, who does eat
purely. Otherwise, she will later have many worries with her child. [for example,
psychosis, suicidal or excessive behavior, etc.] [GJE1-242]. 

Therefore, the Jews already adhered to the mainly prescribed foods of Moses in
the time of Abraham for these reasons. Their main diet consisted mainly of pure
animals  and pure fruits.  All  those who had meticulously  followed such laws
never had sick children at that time, and they themselves later reached a high
old age and usually died of old age weakness. [GJE1-242:1-7] 
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Everything in life needs nutrition. Even sensitive equipment, which needs only
"barely" nutrition and is called "amps. 
Man generally eats, what he finds tasty and useful. The Lord especially warns us
against "eating everything mixed together! It is no wonder that sooner or later a
person becomes afflicted with all  sorts of  ailments.  Wine is  actually  healthy,
writes Jakob Lorber,  provided it  is  also drunk in moderation, preferably with
separate water with it, as people drink water with coffee today. 
It may not have escaped the reader's notice that angels also eat and drink, for
during Jesus' time on earth He was regularly served by angels in Palestine. A
very well-known angel is Raphael [dressed in an auxiliary body!], and he also ate
fish, bread and fruit, yes even drank wine. The disciples of Jesus at that time
noticed that he only brought the food and drink almost to his mouth, but did
not  chew and swallow anything,  yet  the  food disappeared  into  his  auxiliary
body. What could be the reason for this? 

In  heaven  the  blissful  angels  and  spirits  likewise  eat,  but  in  a  much  more
perfectly  blissful  atmosphere.  The  heavenly  food,  although  similar  to  our
material  world,  is  unprecedentedly  more  delicious.  This  even  Swedenborg
writes. They all taste and savour the food as we do on earth. The difference is
that they do not have a material [material] body, and with them there is no need
for metabolism to digest and relieve the spiritual fuels. 

Unlike the person in the beyond, we need a metabolism to "defecate" through a
material way. If the food in the Beyond is spiritual, then in a sense the food on
earth must also be 'spiritual,' only with us the processes go much differently.
The food here is "material. The angel Raphael extracted from his foreordained
material food the "spiritual" needed for his spiritualized soul. We actually do the
same, only there it goes much more differently. 

In short, everything that man eats here, we take in the spiritual, but through a
material way. For example, if we eat a lot of carrots, which contain carotene,
then the spiritual substances will not go to our feet, but to where they belong
and  are  useful,  because  the  nutrients  of  carotene  and  the  eyes  are  closely
related.  Every  food  product  is  in  some  sense  related  or  connected  to  a
corresponding organ.
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Celery has the structure of bones. It, like rhubarb [it contains vitamin K], helps
make bones strong. Bones consist of 23% sodium. We find this little substance
in this vegetable. Because it contains a lot of oxalic acid put in a teaspoon of
tartaric baking powder that quenches the acid.  If you have too little sodium, eat
a little more celery. All this together will replenish the skeletal needs.

                    
   Celery

Through  nature,  the  Lord  gives  us  visual  clues  as  to  what  kind  of  fruit  or
vegetable has similarities to our body parts and its organ parts. Tomatoes are
superfoods  for  heart  and  [blood]  vessels,  as  well  as  the  human  heart.  The
tomato  is  red  and  has  four  chambers.  The  substance  lycopene  counteracts
clotting of the blood.

       
tomato slices

A carrot slice looks a lot like the iris and pupil of the eye. Both have colored
lines.  It  has been scientifically  shown that  carrots  [containing carotene]  also
improve eye function thus. 

             
    internal structure of a carrot

Avocados and eggplants resemble the uterus and cervix. If a woman eats one
avocado a week, it balances hormones. It reduces unwanted weight gain during
pregnancy and can possibly prevent cervical cancer. Pregnancy lasts 9 months;
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an avocado takes 9 months to grow from a blossom to a ripe fruit.  The 9th
Hebrew letter "Teth" in the alphabet means uterus. 
 

           
       Avocado

Grapes  hang  in  heart-shaped  clusters.  They  resemble  blood  cells.   Grapes
contain vitalizing powerful nutrients that resemble blood and lymph.

                

              red and white grapes

A shelled walnut resembles the brain, a left and a right hemisphere, the upper
cerebellum and the lower cerebellum. They even resemble the brain wrinkles
and folds of the neocortex. So eating walnuts is healthy brain food.

Walnuts

Kidney beans resemble the kidneys. These help heal the kidneys and improve
and maintain their function.  
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        kidney beans

The food we eat strengthens not only the body, but much more the soul and
also the indwelling mind. The Lord says for special reasons in John 4:32, that He
ate a food of which His disciples did not know. But here Jesus is not talking
about a material food.
To the Samaritan inhabitants of  Sichar,  in a woman's house,  [from the well-
known Biblical story of Jacob's well!] the angels, who were also there at Jesus'
request and had prepared food for those present, said, "Dear brothers! Eat all
these fruits, for they are pure and taste delicious! There are some fruits,
grasses and animals on earth that are helped in their growth by unclean
spirits, because that is so fitted into the divine order, for even devils must
serve the Lord, even though it is against their will! For as a chained slave
must serve his lord, so also devils must render their services; but there is
no blessing on this work!´ 

'And so on earth there are men, animals and devils, living and working
more than once under one roof. But if they are to be spared from all the
possible evils of this earth, they must not use evil and unclean fruits and
animals. Therefore, the Lord has caused His servant Moses to determine
what is clean and good, and the Lord has discouraged men from using
unclean things, on which evil spirits also work, - and this is an excellent
precept.´ [GJE1-51:5]

People had better keep away from this, if they want to be spared from all
the possible evils of the earth.
'But everything that is offered to you to enjoy here [in Sichar] is pure,
because it was brought here for you from heaven in such a wonderful
way, therefore you can enjoy everything without any objection! For what
the Father gives from His heaven is pure and good, and helps the life of
the soul and spirit eternally.´  [GJE1-51:4,5]

´At the time of Moses in the wilderness, the motto was, 'Hunger is the best
cook,' and the people would often have eaten raw meat out of hunger to
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their detriment; so Moses had to give this dietary precept; therefore,
those foods then had to be eaten fresh and hot!´  [Youth of Jesus-216:20ff.]

Dietary Requirements
Jesus gives us advice in food. Food should be pure and easy to eat, hot or cold,
freshly prepared or stored. The Lord especially warns us against eating meat
from choked animals because it makes one sick. Those animals described (by
Moses) as unclean require special methods of preparation. [GJE7-85:14]
 

What  is  eaten  or  drunk  in  moderation  and  purpose,  fresh  and  properly
prepared, does not make one unclean. We know the story of Peter on the roof,
who was given a dream to eat clean and unclean animals. (Matt. 15:11).  He was
instructed in a vision to slaughter and eat the unclean animals. (Acts 10:9) 

As Peter was sitting on the roof and absorbed in prayer with a close friend who
was preparing his midday meal at the time, a clear vision appeared to Peter. He
saw a sheet  coming down from heaven and containing all  kinds  of  unclean
animals. Then he heard a voice, ordering him to get up and kill these animals
and eat them. But Peter replied that he could not do such a thing, because he
had never eaten anything unclean. However, this image struck him three times
and when he woke up and wondered what this dream vision meant,  he was
quite upset. 
 
Upon meeting Cornelius  and his family  [where he was staying],  Peter  finally
understood the meaning of this vision. [Acts 10:28]. [Incidentally, this Cornelius,
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also elderly  and a  military  authority  figure and brother of  the vice emperor
Cyrenius, was friends with Peter].

Paul  assured the leaders  of  the Jewish Community,  that he had never  gone
against  the  customs  of  the  forefathers.  [Hand.28:17]  He  showed  that  he
personally disobeyed the laws of clean and unclean flesh. 

 
If a starving man satisfies his body with food that is not selectively edible he is
not sinning against  the dietary law of  Moses.  But if  a  Jew eats  the meat  of
unclean and choked animals with heart to the displeasure of his fellow man, yet
has sufficient meat from animals considered clean, then he sins. because he
gave offence to his fellow man. [Romans 14:20-21 - GJE6-222:12ff.]

All parts of the body must be nourished. Jesus says, "Only the SOULEST and the
particles most related to light are elevated to the nourishment of the eyes. [In a
material sense, linseed and linseed oil contain the most atoms of light!] 

The psychic soul particles most related to love life are assimilated with the life
substances of the heart. 

The Lord describes the following in the NO: ´For the food that a person takes
in daily makes up a periodic nutritional part of the human body also for a
certain  time.  The  soul  extracts  substantial  specific  nutrients  as  a
supplement and then passes it on to the already fixed body. 

But when the periodic nutritional body has done its thing, it is considered
otherwise unusable, and the consistent body still closely associated with
the soul removes the waste. If it were to remain as a very coarse material
part of the body in the consistent body already more closely related to the
soul,  this  would undoubtedly lead to the inevitable death of the more
solid body.´ [GJE5-184: 5]

The coarser the food particles are, the coarser are also the most various body
components, which are suitable as food for a bone, but would not enter the eye.

Furthermore,  the  Lord says,  that  mankind,  from a physical  medical  point  of
view,  could  prolong  his  physical  life  by  over  a  third,  if  instead  of  a  flat
sleeping place, we made a good resting couch and resting chair. With flat beds,
the blood status and circulation undergoes a strong change between day and
night, which will cause early all kinds of obstacles and changes in the digestive
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organs. If you rest at night in this way, everything will remain very well for many
years.

'Only  from  intemperance  should  everyone  once  again  beware.  What  is
beyond measure is bad for man!  Intemperance in eating and drinking causes
stomach  ailments.  Intemperance  in  alcohol  causes  chest  ailments  and
uncleanness. The stomach is the nourishing heart of life of the body. The heart
in man is the nourishing stomach of the soul.'

The teachings of Jesus, is to man the true bread from heaven, which nourishes
his life. This teaching, together with the Bible, which is thereby revealed, is the
true way of life and drink of life for the stomach of the soul.  The soul is the
actual nourishment. Also, it is the body of the spirit. The body is nothing
but an accomplice of the soul. 

Cyrenius asked the Lord a question about the survival  of a wheat germ:  ´So
what happens to the germ of wheat when it is ground into flour and then
baked into bread and then eaten? At these stages, does the life-germ still
live on?´ 

`                        essential cereal
life-germ of wheat

The LORD says,  ´Certainly; for when you eat the bread, the matter of the
flour is soon removed from the body again by the natural way,  but the
germ life then, by its spiritual form, passes immediately into the life of the
soul and, according to its corresponding disposition, becomes one with it.
The  more  material  of  the  life-germ,  becomes  food  for  the  body  and
eventually, when properly purified, also enters the soul. That serves her
for the formation and nourishment of the soul organs, such as her limbs,
her hair, etc., and further for the formation and nourishment of all that,
which you find from a to z of a human body.´
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Furthermore, the Lord said to Cyrenius,  'That a soul is made up of all the
same parts as the body,  of this you can more than tangibly convince
yourself with the angel Raphael,  who is sitting at our table and is now
speaking to Josoe.  (Turning to the angel:)  Raphael  come here,  and Iet
Cyrenius touch you!´  [GJE2-218:2,3] 

So the angel Rafael spoke to Cyrenius and said, 'A soul consists of all those
parts that make up the body.  'If a soulless and spiritless body, which in
itself consists almost entirely of matter, does not and cannot take food
into itself, then surely it must be the soul and spirit of life in this body that
takes in the food. Since the body is nothing but an accomplice of the
soul and needs no food for itself, therefore it is the soul and its spirit
that uses the food of the earth for as long as it  inhabits its body, and
sustains it by making it eat its waste!  For the body is nourished by the
waste of the soul.'
 

´So if in material man only the soul, as long as it inhabits the body, uses
the food of the earth, then as a soul and spirit, as long as I put my feet on
this earth to be able to serve you, and have for that purpose a certain kind
of  body created out of  air-matter,  may I  take to myself  earthly food?!'
[GJE1-206:14,15]

The body cannot eat all the waste of the soul. Then it becomes overloaded.
This excess comes through gluttony, reveling and brassiness. Such a soul then
becomes sensual and material. Most of the waste remains in the soul. Eventually
the soul becomes sick and psychosomatic complaints arise. The soul gets off its
divine  path  and  roots  itself  further  into  matter.  One  then  takes
psychopharmaceuticals,  drugs,  alcohol,  nicotine  and further  narcotics,  which
make  the  mind  unreceptive  to  higher  purposes.  The  soul  then  becomes
"desensitized" to divine things and natural means. 
 

Food Commandments of Moses

In order that children may not get sick and die at a young age, and that people
may remain healthy, pure animals and pure fruits were already legally reported
to the Jews by Abraham, mainly by Moses, and all those who conscientiously
obeyed such laws never had sick children and reached an old age and usually
died of old age. 
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Matter has varying degrees of hardness. The harder it is, the wilder and more
impure it is, because its spiritual substances, congealed in it, consist of the same
proportion of self-love, selfishness, pride and lordliness. 

The animals that have joined humans from the very beginning of the population
of this earth - the livestock such as the sheep, goat, chicken or pigeon are of a
purer  nature  and  a  softer  character.  Therefore,  their  meat  of  the  purer
preservation of the soul is most beneficial to man who came from above. [GJE4-
111:2-7]
 
However,  even  these  animals  had  to  be  core  healthy  and  could  not  be
slaughtered during the rutting season, because at such a time the otherwise
pure animal is unclean. In time, other animals such as the horse, donkey, camel,
pig, dog, cat joined man, but initially only the children of this world, while with
the exception of the donkey and later the camel, the aforementioned animals
were accepted among the Jews with a friendship in the background.

In the time of Jesus, a true Jew even feared a horse and a dog, and he was no
friend of a cat and did not quite trust the camel. Waterfowl and chickens were
repulsive to him. 

The Mosaic purity laws (concerning the clean and unclean animals) were not an
incentive  to  eat  meat,  but  rather  the  laws  were  given  against  excessive
carnivorous greed and its (associated) irrepressible lusts. 

Under the leadership of Moses in the desert, it  was said,  hunger is the best
cook! The people at that time would often have eaten raw meat out of hunger,
but to their detriment. Therefore, Moses had to prescribe a certain diet and the
food had to be enjoyed fresh and hot.

The  Lord  did  not  simply  say,  "Become  therefore  as  spreaders  of  My
teaching.  Whatever  goes  in  through  the  mouth  in  moderation  and
purpose never defiles man. Only that which comes out from the heart
through the mouth defiles man to the harm of his fellow man! Thus with
this teaching you will  permanently give to men true blessing and true
salvation, which in a thousand years and another thousand years will
be as pure as I give and have given it now!´ [GJE5-131:8];  

Eating and fasting in the right way
Jesus said to Peter about 2,000 years ago, ´He who fasts in the right way acts
better than the one who always revels  and vomits.  The right and true
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fasting consists in abstaining from all sin. And eat no more than is really
necessary; all other fasting makes little or no sense.'

The soul asks for material food for its body. With this food - Lorber writes - a
legion more free, still unclean spirits also always enter her body! Such spirits are
called "microbes" in our language, though visible under a simple microscope.
These have to help in the further building up of the soul body [i.e. maintaining
it!] And they gradually unite. Soon, however, they form their own specific souls
with their own intelligence peculiar to their own kind.

They  begin to make provisions  in  the body that  would be suitable for  their
supposed salvation. If such spirits enter young children [through food such as
too often and too much raw food and unripe fruit!] then such children develop
certain symptoms like possession or they die prematurely from some serious
ailment.

Fanatical fasting and chastening of the body does no good to the soul, Jesus
says  through  Lorber,  but  one  then  commits  an  extraordinarily  grave  sin.  [I
myself have often and fanatically done a "Mayer cure," and eventually had to
pay for it with a thyroid gland that no longer works]. 
Peter wonders, how the body can be fed with the waste of the soul. Does the
soul then also have a stomach and eventually even an anus? The Lord answered
him,  ´The  soul  itself  becomes  sensual  and  material  by  wallowing  and
roasting;  it  becomes  overloaded,  and  the  body  cannot  absorb  all  the
waste of the soul, and the result is that the waste remains in the soul. This
so oppresses and frightens her that she seeks all means and ways to get
rid of the excessively accumulated waste. And those ways then consist of
all kinds of fornication, fornication, adultery and more of those things. But
because the soul experiences a certain stimulus of lust from these, it then
becomes more and more lustful and then focuses even more on reveling
and brassing, and it finally becomes completely sensual and in spiritual
matters of life completely obscure, therefore hard, unfeeling and finally
wicked, proud and haughty. When such a soul has lost and had to lose its
spiritual value by virtue of the way of life now indicated, and has thereby
become spiritually  dead,  it  literally  begins  to  erect  a  throne out  of  its
waste, and finally it sets an honor in it and thinks it has prestige because
of its great amount of waste.'
 
The Lord goes on to say, ´All people, who in this world have a liking for what
pleases their sensuality, are as souls up to their ears and eyes in the thick
waste, and are therefore spiritually deaf and blind, and no longer want to
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see and hear and understand, which could help them. Therefore, always
be moderate in eating and drinking, lest your soul become sick and perish
in its waste!´

'There are those who, by a certain chastisement of their bodies, wish to
enter the spirit world and then to subdue nature with their powers; this is
not only altogether useless for the soul, but also very harmful. The soul
then falls like a half-ripe fruit from the tree of life, while the core of life is
always  rotten,  empty,  deaf  and  therefore  dead.  Such  chastening  and
fasting is thus not a virtue, but an extremely gross sin! Whoever therefore
wants to live according to the true order must live just as I live and teach
to live, then he too will see the fruit of life blossom and ripen within him.
In it, not a dead but a whole living core will form for the only eternal life in
the spirit, and it will develop orderly and prosperously into a whole living
self-consciousness. Now you know also in this respect what must be done
entirely according to the divine order; do that, then you will have life in
you!´ [GJE1-207:2ff.]

´But today's youth regularly seek out worldly "foreign delicacies" and almost no
one questions  whether  that  is  clean or  unclean.  [Think,  for  example,  of  the
artificial flavors, the flavorings, the so-called faulty E-numbers]. Therefore, the
impure soul will also eat a lot of unclean food. This one [consumes] everything
that seems edible. Such an 'unclean' soul,  according to the writings of Jakob
Lorber, therefore, in the ether or in the spiritual world resembles a voracious
animal, which is in accordance with its soul.´

'The food we take from the earth is examined by an invisible divine help [an
angel - that is usually the angel Raphael], very carefully. If a person is already so
polluted, great and even greater diseases arise - for the salvation of the already
too materialistic soul. Jakob Lorber writes that such a person loses his appetite
in the process. The soul then tries to remove its old dirt from the body with
allopathy, for example. [Matter is best treated with matter]. According to the
NO, this helps only partially, but never completely.´
 
So Jesus literally says here,  ´If a man is to remain perfectly healthy in body
and soul, he must be fed moderately from childhood on pure food.  And
always one and the same food! For if men had remained with the food
indicated  to  them  by  Moses,  the  doctors  with  their  'medicines'  would
never have had anything to do with them.'  [GJE10-210:1-4ff.] 
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Fish of the good kind, kept in clean water, and prepared in the way they
should be, are the healthiest food for the human body. Where such fish
are not available, wheat and barley bread by itself is the healthiest food
for man, as is  the milk of healthy cows, goats and sheep. [Nowadays,
spelt cereal and oatmeal too!].

Among legumes, lentils take first place, and also as in preparing mash
from the large Persian corn grains. Only the meat of some chickens and
pigeons, but of a healthy and pure bovine and also of goats and sheep, in
a perfectly bloodless state, then can be eaten roasted or boiled; roasted,
however, is preferable to boiled.'

'The blood of animals, however, should not be eaten by anyone. ' [so
also no blood sausage!] 

'That which I have now enumerated is and remains for men the simplest,
purest  and  healthiest  food;  everything  else-especially  when  eaten  in
excess-is harmful to man, and especially, when it is not prepared in such a
way that the evil of nature's spirits is completely removed from it.' [GJE10-
210:4-8] 

Again, among legumes, lentils take first place. Jacob, the son of Isaac, prepared
red lentil soup in his day, and his brother Esau, returning tired from a hunt, had
such an appetite that he said, 'give me that delicious prepared lentil soup,' to
which Jacob said, 'on the condition, that I receive your firstborn right.' So the
deal was closed.
 

The  Lord  gives  us  advice  on  how to  eat  meat.  It  may  be  roasted  but  in  a
completely bloodless state. So no steak of the hare. This meat contains the most
blood.  Jesus says that  from the food eaten the bad must  first  be taken out
beforehand, that is, the bad of nature spirits. 
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       Nature spirits

Fruit must always be perfectly ripe. One day the time will come when everyone's
spirit will become free says Jesus. However, as long as the wine in man has not
thoroughly fermented and through the process of fermentation has removed
the impure from himself, then the heavenly light cannot penetrate his being. 

All flesh [the flesh of the spirit is the soul!] will not be destroyed, but will rise
with the spirit to eternal life. So by flesh the Lord does not so much mean the
actual flesh of the soul, which is the body, but material pride must be destroyed
by faith. [GJE1-19:21]
 

Nog wat praktische voedingsvoorbeelden

Some more practical food examples
The garden bean was considered the main food source for hard workers and as
an  intermediate  food  for  school  children,  but  it  also  always  provided  the
common people with valuable nutrients that got them through many a severe
hardship.  

Broad beans
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The  sweet  pea  was  even  nicknamed  the  "heavenly  gift"  because  this  food
product  ensured  the  survival  of  poor  people  in  times  of  great  famines  in
England.

 
      

      sweet pea

Lentils were also formerly used to treat diseases such as chicken pox or
worm infections. 

    
                Lentils

Even in ancient times, the chickpea was known to be particularly nutritious.

  Chickpeas

Bambu has the shape of the vertebrae in the back; medicine is made from this 
and can be applied against osteoporosis and it stimulates the calcium balance of
the spine to stand firmly upright.
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              Bambu

The sperm bean also has the shape of the back. It contains a lot of protein and 
provides flexibility.

  
      green beans

The mandrake root is certainly one of the most typical plants.  It  is a root in
human form, a so-called "earthling"; on its head you can see three flowers on a
long stem. The mandrake [mandrake] is said to be able to fight evil in man. He
stands  up  to  his  hips  in  the  earth,  surrounded  by  a  barren  and  desolate
landscape.

mandrake = alum

Anyone who keenly observes the external form of a plant [signature] could find 
out, by means of peculiarities, what a plant has to tell.  

The teatweed with many nodules on the root can be used against crop ulcers 
and hemorrhoids.
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 fennelweed

Parkinson's
The  number  of  patients  with  parkinson's  has  skyrocketed.  The  medical
profession in neurology admits that aging does not play a role in this at all. It
simply means being exposed to airborne pollutants for too long, e.g. living next
to a busy traffic road: cars emitting heavy metals and ending up in residential
neighborhoods and vegetable gardens along the road.

Pesticides can potentially literally "ruin" habitat, and working with pesticides not
only ruins the air and soil, but also people. The pollutants remain toxic in the
body, especially in the brain.

Symptoms of Parkinson's include walking problems [walking or looking stiffly
lumbering] moving slowly, depression or disorders of memory. The nerve cells
in the brain are damaged by the accumulated pesticide substances, preventing
the production of dopamine.  

Sprayed food has been processed with toxic pesticides. If you eat sprayed food
for years, it can pose a danger to your health. Switching to organic food is a wise
option. However, washing sprayed fruits and vegetables only helps minimize the
toxins to a small extent, yet these toxins still reside in the deeper layers beneath
the skin.

Long use of Chorella is certainly recommended because it can remove the heavy
metals. The Lord advises us to be frugal with the earth: 'EARN YOUR FATHER
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AND MOTHER' means respect not only to your parents and ancestors, but also
to 'mother earth' who provides us with all the food.

 
*.*.*.*.*.*

  

                    TH E     E N D T I M E
                                          "WAKE UP!"

                   EXPLICIT WARNING, ADVICE AND DIRECTIONS
written by ´Sun Child´ Johannes

The  following  statements  about  the  present  end  times  are  especially  for  New
Revelation (NO) friends, who recognize the New Revelation (NO) of Jesus by Jakob
Lorber, Gottfried Mayerhofer and Leopold Engel as the "little crown."

The return of Jesus in the clouds of heaven, is the spiritual return of Jesus, his return
through his word by Lorber, Mayerhofer and Engel,  will  serve all  mankind as the
future religious system for the new church full of love.

Regarding this end-time process, NO friends MUST be willing to "forget" everything
they have "learned, read and believed" outside the NO works. The "problem" of many
NO friends is the fact that we have been seekers and are still seekers on this long
road and have also more or less stored up a lot of "data garbage" (e.g. by a multitude
of seers) and this prevents us from recognizing the truth. We then try to harmonize
and  adjust  everything  somehow,  which  then  leads  to  totally  wrong  results,  for
example, with regard to the end times.

As people who speak out and refer (among other things) to the NO of Jesus by
Jacob Lorber about the present end times such as, for example, topics such as God's
judgment,  the  heavenly  bodies  (e.g.  global  catastrophe  from  the  cosmos  by  a
celestial body skimming close to the earth), a polar leap, a burning of almost the
entire surface of the earth, the rapture of people of good will (e.g. Christians), the
antichrist as an individual or elite, the tribulation in a period of 7 years (divided into 2
times 3 ½ years), a great cross in the sky, etc., then they are talking about every NO.
If we talk about the rapture of people of good will (e.g., Christians), the antichrist as
an individual or elite, the tribulation in a period of 7 years (divided into 2 times 3 ½
years), a great cross in the sky, etc., then any NO friend would immediately have
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their alarm bells ringing because these very points have nothing at all to do with the
NO works.

Yes, according to a large number of prophecies outside the NO works, such things
could  be  expected  and  one  or  two  subjects  from  the  NO  works  could  also  be
interpreted "at face value" in this way (e.g., the enemy from the sky). In particular,
proponents of other prophecies with the angel tongues try to suggest that the Lorber
work can or even should be interpreted this way and that it is incomplete and even
wrong. But precisely that is NOT the case here! The entire NO work is on the one
hand very clear and on the other hand it can be understood in its "context," and with
respect  to  the  present  end  times,  the  aforementioned  issues  are  completely
excluded.

The next problem is that there are also a large number of passages in Jesus' NO
work that refer to the present end-time complex, as well as to later end-time phases
(e.g., in about 1000 years or later). It is important to pay attention to this because
Jesus makes statements in the NO work about the present end times and the next
end times in about 1000 years and the end of mankind (probably in many millions of
years!?). Most NO friends "mix" everything here like cabbage and turnips, which then
inevitably leads to completely wrong results.

The all-important and decisive words of Jesus are

here:

the four purifying fires 

For the end of this end-time phase, here are the statements of Jesus, which describe
the end of this present end-time phase - clearly, clearly and easily understood - in
direct connection with the transition to the 1000-year kingdom of peace.

In expanded form, these are the four types of cleansing fires along with the transition
to  the  1000-year  kingdom  of  peace,  i.e.,  described  in  GJE8-185-187,  and  in
abbreviated form the following three passages in GJE8-186:06-08 (decisive here is
the text coherence!):

[GJE8-186:6] IF (!) such activity and activity by the power of fire (Note: What the
"fire" is supposed to mean is described in Jesus' word for this from GEJ8-185) will
once have reached its highest point, then also the air of the earth at such points
will be too powerfully filled with the combustible ethers, which will then soon ignite
here  and  there  and  turn  such  cities  and  regions  together  with  many  of  their
inhabitants into rubble and ashes [Note: According to Wilfried Schlätz,  this is the
"enemy from the sky,"  a  self-induced burning of  industrial  agglomerations by the
release  of  combustible  etheric  species  (caused  exclusively  by  homeless  nature
spirits), which no natural scientist yet knows! In other words, so local fires caused by
industrial man himself! Clue:
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It  is  well  known that the "enemy from the sky air"  is misinterpreted by many NO
friends; and this, then, will probably be a great and effective purification. But what the
fire caused in this way will not accomplish,  other great earth storms of all types
and kinds will accomplish where it will understandably be needed; for nothing will
be burned and destroyed without necessity.

[GEJ.08-186:07] BUT THEREFORE (!) the air of the earth will  then also be freed
from  its  evil  vapors  and  nature  spirits,  which  will  then  exert  a  beneficial
influence on all other creatures of the earth, and which will then also serve the
natural health of men in such a way that all many and evil bodily diseases will
cease, and men will be able to reach a healthy, strong and old age.

[GEJ.08_186.06] Because (!)  the people thus purified will stand in My light and
keep the commandments of love alive and true forever, earthly possessions will
also be distributed among men in such a way that everyone will have so much that
he  will  never  have  to  be  in  need  if  he  works  diligently;  and  the  heads  of  the
communities as well as the kings, as fully under My will and light, will see to it that
there will never be want in any land among any people. And I Myself will soon visit
the  people  here  and  soon  there,  and  strengthen  and  exalt  them  where  the
people will have the greatest desire for and love of Me.

These statements of Jesus are the all-important standards!

The multitude of Jesus' statements about these present end times in his NO work are
"practically"  all "merely" a kind of "access road" to the detailed main body of
GEJ8-185-187 or the abbreviated form of GEJ8-186:06-08.

Any  NO  friend  who  has  recognized  the  Jesus  work  through  Lorber,  Engel  and
Mayerhofer as the "little crown" should be aware that all the characteristics for this
end time have already been fulfilled, so there is  NO more waiting for topics
such as, for example:  

"God's judgment of punishment through a heavenly body".

This will not happen because it would be in flagrant contradiction to the command of
Jesus-Jehovah-Zebaoth. It is not Jesus who sends a heavenly body and intervenes
here, but man "punishes" himself by his irresponsible behavior according to the motto
"cause and effect."  Everyone recognizes the consequences of man-made climate
change, among other things. This will come to a head in the near future and have a
huge impact. 

The organism earth/nature is already "defending" itself  more and more massively
against the attacks/destructive fury of man, although this "defense" is also only done
according to the "cause and effect" motto. Cause and effect has nothing at all to do
with  God's  intervention.  Therefore,  the  cleansing  in  this  end-time  judgment  will
NEVER  take  place  by  a  celestial  body  or,  for  example,  a  pole  shift,  but  by  a
catastrophe caused by mankind itself! 
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Do not  be  misled when Jesus speaks here,  for  example -  as  in  HEMELY GOD
3.481001.9 - that He will send judgment on your proud heads. Always be aware that
Jesus obviously knows in advance what will happen - Jesus also created this earth
according to His order and therefore knows the mechanisms. However, Jesus also
constantly reminds us, especially in the NO work, that it is not He who is responsible
for  the  judgments/punishments/consequences,  but  that  it  is  basically  man who is
responsible for the direct consequences of his actions - according to the motto cause
and effect. 

"Pool Jump"

This will not happen because it would be in flagrant contradiction to the command of
Jesus-Jehovah-Zebaoth. Like the human body, the earth is a well-designed organism
that cannot simply be changed.

Jesus established His eternal order in such a way that this end-time judgment never
comes directly from Jesus, but is always a result of the abuse of people's completely
free will.

Using  the  two  examples  of  celestial  bodies  and  polar  leap,  anyone  can  easily
recognize how "prophecies, visions, father words, mediumistic communication with
spiritual  beings,  imputations,  etc."  and/or  idiosyncratic,  subjective,  false
interpretations and interpretations that can very quickly lead to wrong conclusions
and wrong opinions.

"Signs in the sky"

These show themselves to us materially in the polar lights, i.e. the north/south light,
which can now increasingly be observed not only at the North/South Pole, but also in
Central Europe.

´Burning almost the entire surface of the earth´

The burning of almost the entire surface of the earth, according to the NO, does not 
concern the present end times, but the time at the end of the millennial kingdom of 
peace.

´The earth will therefore continue to exist as it did after Noah's time, and it will
bear My children who are more enlightened; only the dirt  that has already
increased too much will be removed from the earth and entered into another
place of cleansing, which is truly not lacking in My eternally great kingdom...´
[GEJ 5.110.6] 

´You must not think, however, that this natural earth would then perish and be
changed into a new one, but only men, by taking the divine truth completely
into their hearts, will, as true brothers and sisters, create a new spiritual earth
with one another in My name.´ [GEJ 8.48.3]. 
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´But now I also tell you that before My coming on this earth, very many weeds and
barren grasses and all kinds of unfit and unfruitful bushes will be destroyed with the
greatest severity of judgment; for where there are two, almost one will be accepted
and  the  other  separated -  thus  a  tremendous shuffling  to  more  than  half!"  [HIM
3.490406.104]

"Removal of people of good will"

According to the above topic "Burning up almost the entire surface of the earth," the
removal does not refer to the present end times, but to the time at the end of the
Millennial Kingdom (before the burning up of almost the entire surface of the earth).

´Antichrist´

The term "Antichrist" causes much confusion among many NO friends.

Simply put, the NO work describes the antichrist as a certain phase of time - in this
case, the age of materialism and industrialization - in which only the head/mind works
and the heart is silenced, being completely cold.

For  the  "followers/friends"  of  a  personal/elitist  antichrist,  however,  it  should  be
obvious that this point too has long since been fulfilled. We are already living in a
horror combination of two masterpieces published more than 70 years ago by the
brilliant  visionaries  of  the  future  Aldous  Huxley  "Brave  New World"  and  George
Orwell "1984."

The problem with this is that many people and also NO friends still do not realize that
we are already living in the era of total system failure, terror, horrors and madness.

Aldous Huxley's "beautiful new world" is the absolute terrifying dystopian classic! A
scientifically built method as a "perfect" dictatorship, in which individual humans are
so programmed for  domination  purposes  and are  happy with  their  serving  slave
existence, but do not realize that they are enslaved! 

Designed babies! Massive use of antidepressants and drugs! This vision and new
order is based on ubiquitous happiness and drugs and that goes deep into the heart
of our current idea of pleasure and consumer society!

In George Orwell's "1984," totalitarianism controls minds and uses purposeful lies!
Permanent  use  of  manipulative  propaganda  -  willing  manipulation  -  fake  news!
Manipulation of language! Permanent surveillance - mass surveillance - data storage!
Social credit system! Those who comply, i.e. citizens who conform to the system are
part of it but those who do not comply are silenced! Cult of personality - also around
political leaders! This vision and new regulation is based on retaliation and fear as
the coronavirus pandemic has shown, and also strikes at the heart of our current
society.

"Incarnation of Archangel Michael".

This spirit was already in Jacob Lorber. Many NO friends are still waiting for this - like
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the Jews for the Messiah - and cannot see the forest for the trees. Many Swedenborg
friends  assume  that  the  spirit  of  Michael  was  already  in  Emanuel  Swedenborg.
However, this point should not lead to any discussion, because the important thing
here is,that this subject is already fulfilled before the current end times.

"4 years"

Dilapidation/cleansing according to HiG.03_49.04.06.10 "four years and some time
more." This point is actually more difficult to categorize. Many NO friends assume
that this could refer to the time from the beginning of the coronavirus pandemic, i.e.,
from 2020.

Miscellaneous:

 

"The Birth Date of Jesus"

What dates are known to us about the birth date of Jesus?

[GJE.08_086,03] ´See, this Jesus from Nazareth, but born in Bethlehem according to
your calculation in the 4151st year after the birth of Adam, in the month of January on
the seventh day at midnight, ...´

We know many incidents from the NO, for example GJE.08 _006: ... ´How and where
He was born,  and all  that  happened at  His birth,  when thirty  years ago the old,
wicked  Herod  had  the  great  multitude  of  innocent  babies  one  or  two  years  old
murdered for His sake, because the three wise men from the far East, who had been
led here by a star, had brought him the news that a new king had been born to the
Jews in Bethlehem ... ... fled to the ancient city of Ostrazine and did not return to the
neighborhood of Nazareth until old Herod died after three years, eaten by lice ... ...
When he was twelve years old, he came with his earthly parents to Jerusalem for the
prescribed boy's examination ... And now behold, the man who now performs such
great works purely by the purely divine power of His will and His word, is the same
newborn king of the Jews thirty years ago in Bethlehem and the same wise boy who
astonished the whole temple twenty years ago!"‖

All other calculations made on this subject by various people and NO friends must be
considered uncertain. Most NO friends assume that one can be relatively certain that
Jesus was born in the period 1 B.C. to 9 B.C. according to the current calendar.

Not for nothing did Jesus not give a specific date for His birth relative to the current
calendar because, among other things, this would lead to people being directed, for
example, by people trying to determine the extreme end time of the great end-time
judgment. (Which we as NO friends are constantly trying to do anyway).

[HiG 1.40.05.24.02-03] ´.... For you see, I never set a time for anything, but always
act according to the nature of people's circumstances, ... For this true reason I let all
prophetic timekeepers and time calculators run and ultimately be shamed. And so it
will not be Me, but people will unknowingly determine time by their actions. And I will
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then come as a THIEF when they least think of it.‖

´If, on the other hand, we start from Jesus' statements that everything depends on
circumstances/conditions/characteristics  and  that  concrete  predictions  with  dates
would  be  a  focused  one,  then  everything  can  also  be  postponed.´  [HiG
1.40.05.24.02-03]

''Around the year 2000''

Everyone knows the current calendar and the signs of the times and that the end-
time judgment is a result of the abuse of man's completely free will.

However, everyone should see the tension ratio in the calculations and that they can
also be a "directed" - according to the NO, Jesus will put the arithmeticians to shame.
Jesus does not allow himself to be fitted into a scheme of calculations, but ultimately
circumstances are always decisive.

Many  NO  friends  currently  assume  that  the  major  general  targeting  caused  by
humans will occur between about 2024 AD and about 2032 AD.   

"Data information, about every 2,000 years, for example.

[GEJ 6.76.10] I said, "Therefore only the Father knows it, and after Him only he to
whom the Father wants to reveal it knows it. My Father has not yet revealed it to Me,
except that, that this will happen. But you can all take this as perfectly true, namely,
that almost every two thousand years a great change takes place on earth. And so
it will be, from now on, so reckoned.

List (according to the dates known to us):

ca./about 4000 B.C.Adam 4151 B.C.

Flood, deluge, e.g. assume NO friends here 2150 B.C. to ca. 2500 B.C.

birth of Jesus - e.g. many NO friends assume from 1 BC to 9 BC.

ca./around 2000 A. great general direction caused by man, return of Jesus, direction, return of  Jesus,
beginning of the 1000-year kingdom of peace - e.g. many NO friends assume from
(2024) from ca. 2024 A.D. to ca. 2032 A.D. 

Thus, according to the above list, the term "about two thousand years" is a more
vague numerical term, an approximate value to be interpreted broadly. Examples in
NO works and calculations by NO friends show that deviations up to about 1 to 5
centuries should be considered "normal" for the term "about" in the above list.

"1890"

´When one will count from My present presence nearly eighteen hundred and
ninety years, there will be virtually no more war on earth.´ (GEJ.08_185,10 )

Many NO fans "stumble" over this statement because it "seemingly" does not match
reality. However, this has everything to do with proper reading and interpretation in
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the context of NO work. It is actually quite simple here, but many NO fans simply
overlook the crucial term "close".

We must also never forget that the term "near" has a very different meaning for a
spirit (in this case, Jesus) than it does for us humans. Here we humans think of days,
weeks, months or a few years, while for a spirit it can mean decades, centuries and
more.   

By the way, this series of topics is highlighted by NO friend Wilfried Schlätz, among
others.  

See:  http://jesus2030.de/cms/index.php?
option=com_content&view=article&id=348&Itemid=402) and NO/Bertha Dudde friend
Gerd Kujoth 

See:
http://jesus2030.de/cms/index.php?
option=com_content&view=article&id=118&Itemid=134)

"Enemy from heaven" and "from the depths of My creation."

´And if the number of pure and good men shall diminish greatly as in the times
of Noah, then shall the earth be ravaged once more by a general judgment, in
which neither men nor beasts nor plants shall be spared. Then men will have
nothing left of their fire and death-spitting weapons, nothing of their fortresses
and their iron roads, on which they will run forward with the speed of a shot
arrow; for out of the air an enemy will come and destroy all who have always
done evil. That will truly be a time of true purification, as in the Temple at that
time.‖ [GEJ 05.108.02] 

´What I did recently in Jerusalem in the temple with the money changers and
pigeon traders,  I  will  then do on  a  large  scale  throughout  the earth.  I  will
destroy all trading houses and money-changing places by the enemy, whom I
will  send to the earth from the distant skies  like a thunderbolt with much
clamor and crackling. Truly, against it all the armies of the earth will fight in
vain; but My few friends the great, invincible enemy will do no harm, he will
spare  them for  a  whole new breeding ground,  from which new and better
people will spring!" [GEJ 05.108.03] 

Understand this well! Above all, do not think that I want it all this way and that
therefore it would already be all so determined! All that is far from ME and
you! But it will be like before the time of Noah: men will make ever worse use
of their extensive worldly knowledge and their acquired skills and, of their
own free will, will call down all kinds of judgments from  the depths of My
creation upon themselves and finally upon the whole earth.  But there also I
then say with you, My venerable Romans: Volenti non fit iniuria! (To him who
wills, there is no injustice!) [GEJ 05.108.04]. 
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The issue here is not the letter, but the meaning. Jesus created this earth in His order
of cause and effect. So when Jesus uses words like "destroy" and "send" here, these
terms must be understood in the context of His unchanging order. Behavior becomes
a direct consequence according to the following two examples in:

´If  people want another flood, they need only  diligently dig down and pierce
the  mountains,  they  will  thereby  open  the  floodgates  to  the  subterranean
waters! If they want to see the whole earth in flames, they need only diligently
destroy all the forests, and the nature spirits (electricity) will increase to such
an extent that the earth will suddenly be enveloped in a sea of lightning! Is it
Me then sometimes, who wants to afflict the earth by fire! Therefore teach
men to be wise, because otherwise they themselves will bring judgment upon
themselves!  However, I know that it  will happen, and yet I cannot and must
not hinder it by My omnipotence, but only by doctrine.‖ [GEJ.05_109.07].

The "enemy from heaven" and the "depths of My creation" have nothing at all to do
with a heavenly body and nothing at all to do with judgment coming from God. 

´3  e   world war´  

This complex of issues is "more difficult."

For  almost  all  NO friends,  the great  3rd world war  is  certain;  a  large number of
"prophets  and seers"  speak of  a  great  world  fire.  In  the  New Testament,  Jesus
speaks of one nation advancing another and of one nation rising up against another
and fighting them with firearms. However, let us be aware that the prediction of a
multi-ethnic war has already come true with the two great world conflicts of the last
century,  with World  War I  from 1914 to 1918 and about 17 million dead and,  in
particular, World War II from 1939 to 1945 and about 80 million dead.

However, let us also remember Jesus' prophecy in GJE.08_185.09:

´And the resourceful will drive it to such a point with these weapons, that soon
then no nation will be able to start a war against the other. For if two nations
attack each other with such weapons, then they will  also easily  and quickly
exterminate  each  other  to  the  last  man,  which  will  certainly  bring  no  real
victory  and  gain  for  either  of  them.  This  those  kings  and  their  army
commanders will soon realize, and therefore they will rather endure each other
in peace and good friendship; and if somewhere a very proud and honorable
troublemaker will rise up and attack his neighbor, then the peace-lovers will
unite and discipline him. And in this way, therefore, the time-honored peace
among the peoples of the earth will gradually dawn and become permanently
established.‖

This of course refers to the era according to the development of nuclear weapons,
such as the atomic bomb, i.e. the nuclear stalemate.

However,  the  great  third  world  war  may  still  come  through  people's  wills,  with
especially  the  four  aggressive  countries  Russia,  China,  Iran  and  North  Korea
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currently  forming more and more of  an (military) alliance bloc under their  power-
obsessed  nationalist  dictators,  all  of  whom  have  started  deliberately  arming
themselves years ago - without the West waking up and recognizing the danger.
Agreements  and  arms  deals  between  the  four  states  are  constantly  increasing.
These four dictatorships are also trying to lure key countries of the South, such as
India, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, South Africa and Brazil, into their camp.

The threat of a third world war is growing rapidly. Fires are raging all over the world.
What if the conflicts coalesce into a world war? The world has not been this close to
another world war since the Cuban Missile Crisis in 1962.

Russia aims not only to incorporate Ukraine into the Russian Federation by force, but
also  to  restore  the  Soviet  Union  in  general.  This  includes  pushing  back  NATO,
weakening it as an alliance and paving the way for a military occupation of Europe.

However, a major war in Europe (and in the Middle East and East Asia) would not be
nuclear. The consequences of a nuclear battle change would be too unpredictable for
all sides. A conventionally waged war, however, seems calculable. The situation here
is critical for Europe and NATO. They must arm themselves as quickly as possible
against the approaching storm.

A  major  problem for  Europe  is  the  United  States,  weakened  both  internally  and
externally, especially by Donald Trump - the self-centered, isolationist power seeker
and  narcissist.  The  war  in  Ukraine  and  NATO do  not  interest  Trump.  However,
Trump's relationship with China is very different, with Xi Jinping seeing China as the
Empire of the Middle, the center of the world, and claiming to be the world leader at
all levels, i.e. wanting to supplant the U.S. here. Trump could respond much more
violently to an invasion of Taiwan (China is currently pushing harder and harder for a
quick violent solution, provoking dangerous military incidents) than Joe Biden would.

But World War 3 is not necessarily coming. Hope dies last.

"The Nordic polar bear"

Some NO friends interpret this as a reference to the Stalin-Nazi era and others to
today's  Putin-Russia,  where  Putin  -  whose  hallmark  is  precisely  tyrannical
magnanimity, who knows no fear and hates Western ideology - wants to establish a
new world order. Yes, we must transform ourselves into lions, lions of wisdom and
lions of true inner strength.

Interview with military economist Markus Keupp on ZDF on 11.04.2024:

"...  that  this  catastrophe  will  happen,  in  other  words  that  Russia  will  prevail  in
Ukraine, with all its consequences. Russia is on the Polish border and the West can
prepare for something that will be much worse and more brutal than this war. This is
the  world  historical  issue  that  is  now  being  negotiated  and  we  are  all
witnessing it  and the outcome of this issue is open.  So the question is whether
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the West can develop enough backbone and determination and recognize what
is really at stake here.

A Russian victory in Ukraine would clearly create enormous pressure to expand the
war. Putin would capitalize on the momentum of a victory in Ukraine and launch a
second military assault on Europe.

"Climate change and species extinction"

Those who continue to deny man-made climate change are beyond help. The state
of  tipping  points  shows that  we already have a  planetary  emergency.  The basic
mechanisms behind the tipping points have been known for years. But the fact that
they are triggered much faster than expected is a new insight, as is the fact that they
are connected in a cascade. It is believed that global warming of just two degrees -
which will  be reached before the end of this decade - could trigger the cascade,
toppling Earth's systems like dominoes.

Everyone should recognize the multitude of  serious numbers/measures.  By 2023
there will be two-thirds fewer animals worldwide than in 1970, while the number of
insects has plummeted by more than 75 percent over the same period - in Germany
alone. Species extinction accelerates global warming and vice versa. 

"Cornerstone - opposites"

Please  always  remember  the  "cornerstone."  Jesus  does  not  want  us  to  follow
"blindly," but to be observant and not stumble over "contradictions."

A typical example of a contradiction in the Lorber work here in the "Youth of Jesus" is
the confusion in the number of Cyrenius' children, in which on the one hand there is
talk of three girls and five boys and then again of five girls and three boys, where it
then becomes clear in the further context that they are five girls and three boys.

Jesus very deliberately makes these "errors/contradictions" for the following reasons:
"To save us from blind literalism. Material numerical errors are utterly insignificant
compared to  the  soul,  spiritual,  heavenly  and divine  truths  of  the  work  of  Jesus
through Lorber. Only the worldly mind of the worldly wise demands that the work of
Jesus through JL must be a perfect mathematical textbook, especially in material and
external  terms!  However,  Jesus  did  not  give  humanity  a  mathematical  textbook
through JL, but a purely spiritual textbook intended to awaken our still sleeping Pure
Spirit! Therefore, Jesus wrote this spiritual textbook by JL in the form of the angels'
teaching method with many apparent contradictions and also some minor, outwardly
material errors!"

For the same reason, for example, Jesus allowed the four evangelists in the New
Testament  to  pass  on  four  different,  sometimes  contradictory  accounts  of  His
resurrection. 

[HiG.03_42.03.28.02] ´But as to the number of women, no statement is correct, for
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there were seven; only Luke remains neutral with the addition, And the others. And in
John Magdalene says to Peter, "We do not know where they laid Him down. But as
to  the  cause of  this  unequal  number  of  women,  this  has its  reason,  first,  in  the
ignorance  according  to  which  the  evangelists  themselves  did  not  know  the  full
number - and secondly, lest the women become an offence to the world - and thirdly,
lest anyone should know the divinity of My Word from the number of women, but only
from the living activity from the depths of his heart!"‖

"And similarly, we should not experience the divinity of the 'Youth of Jesus' from the
number of boys and girls that Cyrenius gave to Joseph for care, but only from the
living love activity from the bottom of our hearts!"

[HiG.03_42.03.28.20] ... ´Don't be put off by such gnatishness, but become eager
and true doers of the word, and you will soon encounter no more contradiction.´

The outcome: 
So there is "only" a "wait" for the combustible types of ether to ignite
here and there and other major earth storms of all kinds and types.
Everyone can see every day how the earth/nature is increasingly "defending" itself
against the attacks (destructive anger) of man (see cause and effect) - it's all just a
matter of time!

The world's leading climate researcher, climate scientist and founder of the Potsdam
Institute for Climate Impact Research, Hans-Joachim Schellnhuber, said the following
about the climate crisis in an interview with "Stern" magazine on April 2, 2024. 30
years ago he did not expect the situation to become so dramatic: "We thought that
the survival of our civilization was at stake, that humanity could not be so stubborn
and indifferent that it would not take decisive countermeasures. The fact that people
are  willing  to  commit  collective  suicide  for  convenience  was  beyond  our
imagination."

We are currently in the worst era human history has ever seen and the masses do
not realize it at all.

Yes, one problem is that it is difficult for us NO friends to estimate the timing of the
phase of permanent decline, and yes, it is still getting worse. But according to Jesus,
this time will be shortened.

We can and may trust Jesus' statements "so close to the year 2000," which Jesus
made at the age of about 30/31 and repeated remarkably often - as an especially
good, loving teacher who prepares His disciples extremely meticulously for a coming
most important test and wants everyone to pass this test to the best of their ability -
TRUST!
ANYONE should be aware that the scenario described above can and will happen at
ANY MOMENT (!)!
"I come like a thief in the night." As children of God, Jesus does not
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come to get us like a thief in the night, but we wait for Him as our
Savior, our beloved Father.
 

In the next issue: something useful to share again!

 

            In the next issue: another good thing to share with each other!
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